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The resolutions looked a little different
this year: the co-submitter row is gone and the
“Back when we had only
main submitter row featured three names. This
one main submitter, I
is not unlike the trias politica, or three branches
felt like everyone was
of government, model that many nations use to
attacking me, especially
maintain checks and balances.
during POIs; now we
Evan Chiang (Secretary General) detailed
can split the work and
the reason for the change: “Mr. Buscher, informed
better strengthen the
by the THIMUN Board, came back from THIMUN
resolution.”
The Hague and suggested us to implement [the
- Jack Wu (Delegate
policy of] three main subs” in order to prevent
of Argentina, GA3)
competition over main submitting, take the burden
off the single main submitter and foster consensus
during lobbying.
However, while Chiang observed
that most participants clearly understood
“More
people
can
the policies, several delegates were initially
participate during debate
confused regarding the clauses they could
and lobbying, and the
raise Points of Information (POIs) about.
Anngu Chang (President, Human Rights
main submitters have can
Council) expressed that some delegates in his
also make the resolution
committee asked POIs at the wrong time and
more comprehensive.”
that the policy of splitting a resolution up to
- Forest Jhu (Delegate
three parts required delegates to “listen to
of Japan, GA3)
the speech[es] to not mess up.”
Nevertheless, Mr. Doug Ryan,
Ms. Kelsey Bull and Ms. Nyala Walker
“I believe having three main
(Directors, Kaohsiung American School),
submitters is a good start for
together with Ms. Elizabeth Yancey
larger conferences because
(Director, International Bilingual School
people, especially those in
at Hsinchu Science Park), spoke positively
smaller committees, will be
about the policy: they credited it with
forced to main sub. By doing
giving more opportunities to delegates to
so, they realize leading their
be main submitters, allowing delegates to
bloc and starting debate
learn the whole process of main submitting
is not half as scary as the
and gain confidence, as well as prompting
prospect of taking more
communication among delegates with
leadership roles in such a
different opinions.
setting.”
Moreover, Christina Chang (Deputy
- Mark Kuo (Delegate of
Secretary General) felt the middle school
Egypt,
GA3)
committees were greatly facilitated by the
policy. As Chang remarked, “In General
Assembly 4, the small size and three main submitter policy made everyone a main
submitter. This gives middle-school delegates a chance to step up and build confidence at
an early stage in their MUN journey,” she explained contentedly.
All things considered, the three main submitter policy has been effective and wellreceived, separating the tasks, the competition and the opinions, making way for a more
democratic PASMUN.
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As PASMUN debate progressed, a major division
emerged: English as a second language was an invisible
barrier among participants to varying degrees.
Participants of General Assembly 1 deemed having
English as a second language a significant hindrance in their committee. In addition,
Esther Duann (Chair, GA1), speaking on behalf of others in GA1, stated that she did not
feel MUN be a safe place to make language-related mistakes.
Drawing from her own experience, Duann encouraged delegates to “Go to as
many conferences as possible!” On the other hand, Waverley Ko (Delegate of
Japan, GA1) preached the practice of translation. She shared that she
began by translating her solutions from Mandarin to English and was
gradually able to compose paragraphs in English; Ko also recommended
her method to her fellow delegates.
In the Youth Action Committee (YAC), participants
considered knowing English as a second language a minute
problem. Emily Lee (Panelist, YAC) and Ryan Huang
(Panelist, YAC), who both learned Chinese as their
first language, believe the language barrier
among participants in their relatively small
committee (around ten people) was not
a major problem.

However, the two — like many delegates
in GA1 — had a hard time speaking English
when they were young, which negatively affected
their MUN experiences. They reflected on how they
spoke English as much as they could at their first few
conferences to overcome the challenges they faced and
offered words of advice to delegates whose first languages
are not English. Lee said, “Don’t be afraid to speak up,
everyone makes mistakes.”
While both learned English and Chinese as their first
languages, Jonathan Sun (Chair, YAC) and Christine Tsao
(Panelist, YAC), echoed Huang and Lee’s advice, encouraging
delegates to utilize conferences to practice communicating in
English. Tsao exclaimed, “Go for it! Don’t just stay there and do
nothing. MUN is about speaking and talking.”
Though participants have felt the impact of the invisible language
barrier, most have devised solutions that resonate with them and shared
them with PASMUN Tribune in hopes of helping incoming MUN-ers.
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Bridging Divides:

Objective Achieved?
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Layout by: Dorian Chen
In November 2019, a report released
by the World Economic Forum illustrated
that women could have to wait at least 250
years to attain economic parity. Another
report indicated that only about 40% of
countries granted girls and boys equal
access to education. Evidently, women in
the world face a multitude of educational
and economic barriers.
In MUN, delegates come extensively
prepared to cope with gender issues,
whether it be gender inequality in education
or income gaps. In order for participants
to address those issues that prevail in
society, the Youth Action Committee (YAC)
allows panelists to represent themselves
and express their personal opinions.
While panelists are able to voice their own
opinions, an important question is raised:
“Do the same barriers that prevent females
from expressing their thoughts exist in
MUN?”
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The answer is a decisive “no”. Female
delegates in the YAC have not felt unsafe
to speak up. Allison Chen (Panelist, YAC)
believes that she is “pretty comfortable”
expressing herself in her committee.
Yunjeong Paek (Deputy President, YAC),
in agreement with Chen, was convinced
that although “the issues are highly
controversial,” if “I have a good reason to
defend myself and did enough research, I
don’t think it will be a big deal.” (Yet, upon
reflecting on her experience as a panelist
last year, Paek conceded that she did feel the
need to self-censor once, but only because
she didn’t want to appear “too feminist.”)
For most panelists who expressed a
lack of confidence in voicing their opinions,
the issue seemed not to be a matter of gender
but more so a function of temperament
and English proficiency. As Pei-Chen Wu
(Panelist, YAC) confessed, “Because my
English, or speaking [in general], is not
good, I am afraid that if I speak or express
my thoughts, a lot of people will attack me.”
To ensure that all panelists,
delegates and male and female participants
of PASMUN do not feel restrained during
the debates, Wu suggested that conference
managers can “address to all participants
that this is a comfortable space and that
[no judgments] will be made.” Through
“encouraging the panelists”, Wu believes
that participants will feel assured and
motivated to contribute to the debate.
In the real world, though, the divide
between the genders remains salient, despite
the delegates’ confidence at PASMUN.
Luckily, since gender-related issues are not
at PASMUN, participants could focus on
formulating solutions integral to removing
those barriers in the outside world.
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Since the first day of the conference,
the Security Council (SC) has buzzed with
activity. From combating violence in Libya
and Afghanistan to reducing tensions in the
Persian Gulf, delegates’ burning passion for
tackling global issues has kept the discussion
intense, all while ensuring that constructive
resolutions were generated. After day one,
Han Tseng (President, SC) was impressed by
the delegates in “passing 8 out of 10 detailed
clauses on the issue of Afghanistan with a
supermajority, as well as all preambs and the
entire resolution unanimously.”
On the second
day of the conference,
delegates
commenced
debating
on
the
contentious
question of
resolving
conflicts
in
the
Persian
Gulf. At the
center of the

debate was the situation in Iran, particularly
in regard to preventing the smuggling of arms.
Representing the U.S.A., a major stakeholder,
Jim Huang pointed out that though the U.S.
intercepted Iranian arms sent to Yemeni
Houthis, the weapons are still “destabilizing
the region”. Peter Han (Delegate of Iran, SC),
who held a view that was in direct contrast to
that of the U.S., contended that “third-party
organizations do not have the right to punish
Iran for sending illicit arms.” Concurring
with Han, William Yeh (Delegate of France,
SC) expressed his concerns over potential
corruption among third-party organizations,
bringing another crucial subject to the
discussion.
In observing the heated discussion,
Katelyn Chen (Deputy President, SC)
commented that despite “some initial lags in
debate, delegates have been able to get into
the mindset of MUN, sparking active debate.”
“A few veto threats we received were backed
up by well-informed decisions and resolved
through consensus … We were impressed by
the delegates’ skill in diplomacy and debate!”
Even though delegates in the SC have
adopted contrasting positions, they were
willing to negotiate and translate
promises into action. As Chen
noted, delegates’ “extreme
interest in some controversial
clauses” and their ability to
reach a compromise ensured “a
well-balanced discussion”. With
their undiminishing passion,
delegates in the SC can hopefully
maintain a fervent discussion until
the end of the conference and come up
with an effectual plan of action.
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The emphasis of debate in General
Assembly 1 (GA1) was on the jurisdiction of
international human rights laws. The delegates
investigated the role of the United Nations
(UN) in protecting basic human rights while
ensuring countries’ security and sovereignty.
At first, GA1 struggled to reach accord
among all member states; delegates confronted
each other constantly by accusing others of
violating international human rights laws.
Countries that have large minority populations,
such as the U.S.A. and China, were blamed for
infringement of minority rights. China denied
mishandling the rights of minorities and claimed
it was all “fake news”, while the U.S.A. did not
take responsibility for violence against any
minority group or mention white nationalists;
however, the two eventually agreed to protect

the rights of their minority groups on the
basis of international human right laws.
Nevertheless, countries like Libya,
instead of seeking to advance the rights
of minorities, focused solely on justifying
their abuse of human rights. During the
debate, Yi Tsen Chen (Delegate of Libya,
GA1) claimed that “history is subjective’’
and denied responsibility. Additionally,
Chen harbored hostility toward Ukraine
and believes that the UN should not
interfere with Libya’s decisions regarding
their own citizens, in order to preserve
national sovereignty.
After the fierce debate, although
the delegate of Libya’s amendment did
not pass, the resolution passed with the
majority of the delegations
coming to a consensus.
Both Vanessa Lin (Chair,
GA1) and Esther Duann (Deputy
Chair, GA1) were impressed by
delegates’ collaboration skills
and active participation. They
Humanitarian aid does not justify the economic
concurred that most delegates
damages by the sanctions
were
very
knowledgeable
The U.S.A. violated Articles IV and VII by
and
cooperative
in terms
imposing restrictions on exports
of
addressing
the
issue.
Iran was in full compliance with the International
Additionally, the two remarked
Atomic Energy Agency and this did not violate
that
several
constructive
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
amendments
were
submitted
Iran violated UNSCR 2231, but the terms of
to
facilitate
the
debate
the clauses of the resolution are not explicitly
and safeguard the rights
legally-binding
of the ethnic and religious
Subclause D of Article XX of the Treaty Of Amity,
minorities. All delegates tried
Economic Relations, And Consular Rights
between the U.S.A. and Iran cannot override all
to help bridge the distance of
other articles in
minorities from equality, and
the treaty
they also wanted to lessen the
divide between the minority
and the rest of society.
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